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Following on the heels of Volume 1, this volume brings us once again the engaging menagerie of

characters to help --and entertain--children challenged by a wide variety of issues. Although each

full illustrated story contains a therapeutic message, it never interferes with the 'storyness' of the

tale. Instead, the embedded message slips easily into the child's subconscious, while smiles and

giggles preoccupy his or her awareness. For the clinician, the metaphors offer a treasure trove of

techniques and hypnotic language that can be adapted for a variety of situations and problems. The

35 stories cover: Anxiety, fears and phobias, habit disorders, pain, as well as other problems such

as sleeping problems, ADHD, depression, bullies, and much more.
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This book is amazing! The stories are great because they don't attack an issue head on but come in

through the back door so to speak. Most of them are more therapeutic stories than hypnosis so I

think even parents who aren't comfortable with hypnosis would find this book helpful. My son can

rarely sit still so he moves around and interrupts a few times with each story but still seems to be

helped immensely. We've done all the stories for general anxiety, toileting issues, selective mutism,

adhd, general behavior, and doctor's appointments. Both my son and I have liked them all

immensely and they have made at least as much a difference as his therapies or medication. I also

highly recommend Sneaky Poo, which you can get for free online. We read it through once on the

computer and did the activities and that was what finally got my five year old son with special needs



potty trained even though he doesn't technically have encopresis (which was what it was written

for).
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